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VOLTAGE CONTROL CIRCUIT FOR 
PROVIDING TWO VOLTAGES GENERATED 

BASED ON A PARAMETER 
CORRESPONDING TO AN INPUT SIGNAL 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 
[ 0001 ] The present application is a U . S . Divisional patent 
application of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 13 / 940 , 161 , 
filed Jul . 11 , 2013 , which is a U . S . Continuation patent 
application of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 13 / 732 , 089 , 
filed Dec . 31 , 2012 , now patented as U . S . Pat . No . 9 , 405 , 
671 , issued on Aug . 2 , 2016 , which is a U . S . Continuation 
patent application of International Patent Application No . 
PCT / JP2011 / 003581 , filed on Jun . 23 , 2011 , which in turn 
claims priority of Japanese Application No . 2010 - 147849 , 
filed on Jun . 29 , 2010 and Japanese Application No . 2010 
155264 , filed on Jul . 7 , 2010 , the disclosures of which 
applications are incorporated by reference herein . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] The invention relates to a nonvolatile storage sys 
tem provided with a nonvolatile storage device such as a 
SSD ( Solid State Drive ) or SD ( Secure Digital ) memory 
card in which a plurality of flash memories are used . The 
invention more particularly relates to a technology for 
reducing power consumption in a more advantageous man 
ner in such an operating environment that running states of 
processes in a plurality of flash memories are dynamically 
changing , the invention further relating to a technology for 
ensuring a high data reliability through an operational sta 
bility by avoiding system crash caused by unfavorable 
events , such as overload , in a power supply circuit for 
memory system where a state of power supply is undergoing 
dynamic changes . 

which controls the flash memories . The flash memory con 
troller is connected to the flash memories by a control bus 
and a data bus . The flash memory controller selects arbitrary 
one of the flash memories to read data from and write / erase 
data in the selected flash memory in response to commands 
received from the host of the storage device . 
[ 0007 ] For example , a required power supply voltage for 
data reading is 5V at a maximum , a required power supply 
voltage for data writing / erasing is 20V at a maximum , and 
a required power supply voltage for verifying is 10V at a 
maximum . Because of these differently required voltages , a 
power supply circuit for feeding the flash memories with 
power is provided with power supply circuits for process 
execution which respectively generate a plurality of different 
voltage levels needed to enable a plurality of different 
processes to be executed . The power supply circuits for 
process execution are more specifically a power supply 
circuit for reading , a power supply circuit for writing 
erasing , and a power supply circuit for verifying . These 
power supply circuits for process execution include booster 
circuits . The processes are executed in the flash memories by 
each page or block of a memory cell array . However , it 
hardly succeeds to complete the processes respectively 
executed in the target cells in a single attempt by simply 
injecting and withdrawing electric charges to and from 
floating gates . Therefore , it is verified in each data writing or 
erasing whether the data is properly written or erased . The 
verifying process is repeated until the data is properly 
written or erased with the power supply voltages being 
adjusted . A controller provided in the flash memory controls 
a sequence of processes . 
[ 0008 ] In a storage device used in a host or a slave device , 
it is necessary to access a plurality of flash memories at once 
to improve a processing speed . These days , peak currents of 
external equipments are becoming higher because of large 
increases of an operating current in each flash memory as a 
result of the ongoing miniaturization of flash memories and 
needs for higher operation speeds of the external equipments 
to keep abreast of hosts increasingly speeding up . A mark 
edly high current capacity is now demanded to feed the flash 
memories with power , which is largely different to current 
capacities averagely required . Further , there are other prob 
lems to be solved ; system crash and degraded data reliability 
in the flash memories due to overload due to current supply 
beyond a designed capacity . 

PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS 
Patent References 

BACKGROUND ART 
[ 0003 ] In recent years , storage devices configured for fast 
data processes , for example , SD memory card and memory 
stick , are becoming increasingly popular among consumers . 
These nonvolatile storage devices , in which a plurality of 
flash memories are provided as nonvolatile storage cells , are 
used in hosts of personal computers , PDA ( Personal Digital 
Assistant ) , mobile telephones , digital cameras , audio play 
ers , and automotive navigation systems . 
[ 0004 ] The ongoing price reductions of the flash memories 
are accelerating the widespread of SSD ( Solid State Drive ) 
mounted with a large number of flash memories as an 
alternative to hard disc drives in personal computers and 
data centers . 
[ 0005 ] The SSD is a drive device in which flash memories 
are used as a storage medium . The SSD having the same 
connection interface as that of the hard disc drive ( HDD ) 
( for example , ATA ) is used as an alternative to hard discs . 
The SSD may be called flash drive or flash memory drive . 
The SSD having no mechanically driven parts is very 
resistant to vibrations during reading and writing processes . 
The SSD enables the data reading and writing to be pro 
cessed at high speeds because of no need for time for a 
reader ( head ) to move on a rotating disc ( seek time ) or time 
for waiting any wanted data on the rotating disc to arrive at 
a head position ( search time ) . 
[ 0006 ] A flash memory storage device system has a plu 
rality of flash memories and a flash memory controller 

[ 0009 ] Patent Reference 1 : JP Patent Application Publica 
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[ 0010 ] Patent Reference 2 : JP Patent Application Publica 
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[ 0011 ] Patent Reference 3 : PCT Japan National Publica 
tion No . 2004 - 526239 
[ 0012 ] Patent Reference 4 : PCT Japan National Publica 
tion No . 2004 - 531801 
[ 0013 ] Patent Reference 5 : JP Patent Application Publica 
tion No . 11 - 242632 
[ 0014 ] Patent Reference 6 : JP Patent Application Publica 
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[ 0015 ] Patent Reference 7 : JP Patent Application Publica 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION erwise , the data reliability is undermined by the occurrence 
of an operational instability and / or system crash due to 
overload . 
[ 0024 ] However , any solutions have certain limits as far as 
they simply follow the conventional techniques . The occur 
rence of overload in the power supply circuit for memory 
system unfavorably invites an operational instability and / or 
system crash , causing unanticipated data loss or data gar 
bling . 
0025 ] The invention was accomplished to solve these 
conventional technical problems . The invention provides a 
nonvolatile storage system that exerts a high power con 
sumption reducing effect , successfully dealing with a larger 
data capacity , a higher processing speed , and any complexity 
resulting from large - scale structures . The invention further 
aims at avoiding an operational instability and / or system 
crash due to problems such as overload in a structure where 
a power supply circuit for memory system having a rela 
tively small power capacity is used and as many flash 
memories as possible are accessible at once . In other words , 
the invention carefully observes how the flash memories can 
be efficiently controlled with a relatively small operating 
current or in a minimum range of capacity , thereby ensuring 
a high data reliability . 

Means for Solving the Problem 

Problems to be Solved by the Invention 
[ 0016 ] In some storage devices conventionally available , a 
power supply circuit for flash memory is embedded in a flash 
memory to generate a voltage needed for each flash memory , 
wherein a flash memory controller is irrelevant to control of 
the power supply circuit in the flash memory but in charge 
of controlling the processes of the flash memory alone such 
as data reading , writing , and erasing . In these storage 
devices which are not designed to meticulously control 
power consumption in a whole system , large power con 
sumption is a huge problem . A solution for the problem is to 
control consumption of power consumed in voltage 
increases when the power supply circuits for process execu 
tion are activated . 
[ 0017 ] In recent years , an increasing number of nonvola 
tile storage systems are equipped with a large number of 
flash memories to enable a larger data capacity and a faster 
processing speed . In these storage systems , wherein a plu 
rality of flash memories should be accessed simultaneously 
to increase the processing speed , reduction of power con 
sumption in a whole system is a solution . 
[ 0018 ] According to some inventions disclosed so far ( for 
example , Patent References 1 and 2 ) , a power supply circuit 
for flash memory is provided outside of the flash memory to 
reduce an area dimension of the flash memory on a chip . 
[ 0019 ] It is suggested by some disclosed inventions that a 
plurality of different power supplies are provided for the 
flash memories by a power supply circuit provided outside 
of the flash memories ( for example , Patent References 3 and 
4 ) . The power supplies of the flash memories and the power 
supply circuit externally provided are connected by a power 
supply bus to feed power in turns . 
10020 ] These days , there is an increasing demand for a 
higher operating current each flash memory as a result of the 
ongoing miniaturization of flash memories and higher opera 
tion speeds of external equipments to keep abreast of hosts 
increasingly speeding up . In a high - speed nonvolatile stor 
age system , plural flash memories are accessed at once to 
achieve a higher processing speed . 
[ 0021 ] The current consumption increases as a memory 
block has more flash memories . Also , the current consump 
tion increases as more different types of and / or a larger 
number of power supply circuits for process execution are 
provided in a flash memory power supply circuit . The more 
complicated a circuit configuration is , the more difficult it is 
to control the power supply . This problem is more apparent 
particularly in SSD surging these days because of its large 
data capacity and high operation speed . 
[ 0022 ] The ongoing miniaturization of semiconductor 
technologies is significantly increasing the current consump 
tion of a flash memory , and the demand for a higher data 
processing speed is significantly increasing the number of 
flash memories to be accessed at once . Under the circum 
stances , power supply circuits used having large power 
outputs ( power supply capacities ) are often used as a power 
supply circuit for memory system . This is more apparent in 
SSD recently widespread , and various studies and 
researches are under way . 
[ 0023 ] To ensure stability in the operation of a flash 
memory , additional improvements are necessary for 
example , providing a power supply circuit for memory 
system having an overly high power supply capacity . Oth 

[ 0026 ] All of numbers recited in the brackets < > in a 
description hereinafter given respectively correspond to the 
claim numbers when the application documents of the 
invention were filed . The bracketed numbers are not serially 
organized . 
[ 0027 ] < b > A nonvolatile storage system according to the 
invention includes a memory block having a plurality of 
flash memories , a flash memory power supply circuit , and a 
flash memory controller . These three structural elements are 
physically and spatially independent from one another and 
communicate with one another through a wiring system 
including signal lines and buses connecting them . To the 
point , the flash memory controller and the flash memory 
power supply circuit are provided outside of the flash 
memories , and the flash memory power supply circuit is 
provided outside of the flash memory controller . There is no 
contradiction between locating these structural elements 
apart from one another and mounting two of all of the 
structural elements on a chip . These structural elements may 
be mounted on different chips or may be mounted on the 
same chip . 
[ 0028 ] The flash memory power supply circuit includes 
power supply circuits for process execution for generating a 
plurality of different voltage levels necessary to execute a 
plurality of different processes in the flash memories . The 
power supply circuits for process execution are available for 
the shared use by the plurality of flash memories . Though a 
power supply outputted from one of the power supply 
circuits for process execution is possibly supplied to more 
than one flash memory at once or supplied to only one of the 
flash memories , it is not possible that different powers of the 
power supply circuits for process execution are supplied to 
one flash memory at once . 
[ 0029 ] It is the role of the flash memory controller to 
decide which of the power supply circuits for process 
execution is connected for power supply to any of the flash 
memories and by what timing they are connected . 
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[ 0030 ] The flash memories respectively notify the flash 
memory controller of their internal states constantly chang 
ing . The flash memory controller stores therein the newly 
received internal states and constantly updates the internal 
states stored therein . It is arbitrary decided what type of and 
how many internal states of the flash memories are stored . 
There are a variety of internal states thus stored and updated . 
[ 0031 ] The flash memory controller receives operation 
commands from a host externally provided and accordingly 
accesses the memory block to check the internals states of 
the flash memories . Based on the obtained internal state of 
the flash memory , the flash memory controller activates any 
of the power supply circuits for process execution of the 
flash memory power supply circuit appropriate for the 
received operation command . Thus , the power supply circuit 
for process execution to be selected is decided in a fine 
tuned manner . In principle , whether to activate or not to 
activate the power supply circuit is decided at points under 
the unit of command issued to the flash memory . 
[ 0032 ] The number of the flash memories operating at 
once may be one , two , or three or more , constantly changing 
depending on different situations . The invention is premised 
on that more than one flash memory is possibly active at 
once . 
[ 0033 ] Supposing that a power supply circuit for process 
execution necessary for an operating state of a flash memory 
is activated , and any power supply circuit for process 
execution necessary for an operating state of another flash 
memory is activated concurrently , a power supply circuit for 
process execution may be connected to the flash memories 
or different power supply circuits for process execution may 
be connected thereto . A combination of the operating state of 
flash memory and the power supply circuit for process 
execution to feed power to the flash memory constantly 
changes at all times depending on different situations . The 
combination changes in a complicated manner . 
[ 0034 ] The combination of the operating state of the flash 
memory and the power supply circuit for process execution 
to feed power to the flash memory have more complicated 
patterns as more flash memories constitute the memory 
block and / or a more different types of wider variety of power 
supply circuits for process execution ( more different types of 
operating states of the flash memories ) are provided . 
[ 0035 ] When , for example , a flash memory is newly 
accessed , the flash memory controller determines based on 
the internal state of the accessed flash memory whether any 
power supply circuit for process execution suitable for a 
process to be executed in the accessed flash memory is 
inactive or already active for a process to be executed in 
another flash memory . The power supply circuit for process 
execution , when determined as inactive , is activated . The 
flash memory controller skips the activation step when the 
power supply circuit for process execution is already active . 
It takes a certain amount of time for a startup operation to be 
stabilized to activate the power supply circuit for process 
execution , while it saves the startup time to skip the acti 
vation step , contributing to a faster operation and less power 
consumption . 
100361 . When the process of the accessed flash memory is 
completed , the flash memory controller determines based on 
the internal states of the flash memories whether the same 
process as that of the process - completed flash memory is 
being executed in any other flash memory . The power supply 
circuit for process execution is deactivated in the absence of 

such a flash memory , while the power supply circuit for 
process execution continues to be active when such a flash 
memory is found . This operation continuance is technically 
equivalent to skipping the activation step described earlier 
when any other flash memory is newly accessed . The " any 
other flash memory ” is any flash memory but the flash 
memory continuously operating and may include any flash 
memory that just completed the process . 
[ 0037 ] To activate the power supply circuit for process 
execution , the operation of the flash memory is paused 
beforehand to avoid current inrush at the time of startup or 
prevent the flash memory from starting to operate before an 
intended power supply voltage is supplied thereto , failing to 
correctly write or read data therein . When the power supply 
circuit for process execution is already operating , the opera 
tion of the flash memory is restarted . The power supply 
circuit for process execution , when determined as inactive , 
is activated . After an enough voltage rise stabilizes the 
power output of the power supply circuit , the operation of 
the flash memory is restarted . 
10038 ] To deactivate the power supply circuit for process 
execution , the operation of the flash memory is paused 
beforehand to avoid any current variation when the power 
supply circuit is deactivated . Then , the operation of the flash 
memory is restarted when any other flash memory is already 
using the targeted power supply circuit for process execu 
tion . The power supply circuit for process execution , if not 
currently used by any other flash memory , is deactivated to 
restart the operation of the flash memory . In a sequence of 
processes described so far , the flash memory controller 
controls the flash memories and the flash memory power 
supply circuit in a realistic , dynamic and fine - tuned manner . 
[ 0039 ] Summarizing the description given so far , the non 
volatile storage system recited in < 1 > includes : 
[ 0040 ] a memory block having a plurality of flash memo 
ries ; 
[ 0041 ] a flash memory power supply circuit provided 
outside of the memory block ; and 
[ 0042 ] a flash memory controller for controlling the flash 
memory power supply circuit and the plurality of flash 
memories , wherein 
[ 0043 ] the flash memory power supply circuit includes a 
plurality of types of power supply circuits for process 
execution for generating a plurality of different voltage 
levels necessary to execute a plurality of different processes 
in the flash memories for power supply to the flash memo 
ries , and 
10044 ] the flash memory controller communicates with the 
plurality of flash memories to monitor changes of internal 
states of the flash memories to control the operations of the 
power supply circuits for process execution of the flash 
memory power supply circuit and processes of the flash 
memories based on the monitored internal states of the flash 
memories . 
[ 0045 ] According to the nonvolatile storage system thus 
characterized , the following technical advantages are 
exerted . The flash memory power supply circuit having the 
plurality of types of power supply circuits for process 
execution is provided outside of the flash memories 
( memory block ) for the shared use by the plural flash 
memories . This is advantageous for reduction of a circuit 
area dimension ( substrate area ) . It contributes to reduction of 
power consumption that the plurality of types of power 
supply circuits for process execution are shared by the plural 
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flash memories as compared to providing and using a power 
supply circuit for each flash memory . Conventionally , plural 
flash memories are each provided with a plurality of types of 
power supply circuits for process execution . This conven 
tional structure feeds power to any flash memory currently 
inactive , wasting power . The sharing technique according 
the invention avoids such a waste of power . 
[ 0046 ] . The flash memory controller communicates with 
each of the flash memories to be notified of the internal state 
of the flash memory ( on standby or currently operating ) , 
what type of process ( type of the power supply circuit for 
process execution currently used ) is executed in the flash 
memory , and any changes of such information . Based on the 
internal states of the flash memories being monitored when 
the operation command is received , the flash memory con 
troller controls the target flash memory and the power supply 
circuit for process execution . Thus , whether to activate or 
deactivate the power supply circuit for process execution is 
meticulously controlled in response to active inactive swi 
tchover of the flash memory and the type of process to be 
executed . This minimizes any useless power consumption . A 
particular advantage is to reduce voltages rises at the time of 
startup of the power supply circuit for process execution , 
greatly reducing relatively large power consumption gener 
ated during the voltage rises . The power supply circuit for 
process execution for the flash memory currently unused is 
deactivated unless any other flash memory is currently 
operating . This avoids wasting power by supplying power to 
any flash memory currently unused . 
[ 0047 ] This enables a dynamic control that responds to 
ongoing changes in the operation of the nonvolatile storage 
system . Such a dynamic control , which flexibly deals with 
different processes to be executed that are constantly chang 
ing , for example , data writing and reading , individual dif 
ferences of the flash memories , changing running states of 
the processes , and internal states of the flash memory power 
supply circuit , is carried out in a dynamic , realistic , and 
fine - tuned manner . The control technique thus characterized 
has never been disclosed so far , and it is a novel technique 
that cannot be anticipated from any prior arts . This is the 
distinctive technical advantage of the invention . The inven 
tion accomplishes such a flexible control that immediately 
responds to any changes of the internal states of the flash 
memories , thereby greatly reducing power consumption . 
[ 0048 ] < 50 > Functionally describing the main structural 
elements of the nonvolatile storage system according to the 
invention , provided are : a memory block having a plurality 
of flash memories provided as a nonvolatile storage device ; 
a flash memory controller for controlling execution of a 
process in each of the plurality of flash memories ; and a 
power supply circuit for supplying the plurality of flash 
memories with power to enable operations of the flash 
memories . It is the minimum requirement to provide three 
structural elements ( memory block , flash memory controller , 
and power supply circuit ) . According to the invention , the 
nonvolatile storage system per se is equipped with the power 
supply circuit for memory system . Thus , the nonvolatile 
storage system is different to any conventional system 
designed to receive power from a host - side power supply 
circuit . The power supply circuit for memory system pro 
vided outside of the memory block , which is different to any 
conventional system where each flash memory has therein a 
power supply circuit . 

[ 0049 ] Some flash memories are configured for data read 
ing , writing , and erasing , while some flash memories are 
further configured for verifying whether data is written or 
erased . The invention imposes no restrictions on the spec of 
the flash memory . 
[ 0050 ] The internal circuit configuration of the power 
supply circuit for memory system conforms to the spec of 
the flash memory . The power supply circuit for memory 
system may include a power supply circuit for reading and 
also a power supply circuit for writing / erasing . The power 
supply circuit for memory system may further include a 
power supply circuit for verifying data writing / erasing . The 
invention imposes no restrictions on the internal circuit 
configuration . 

[ 0051 ] In the nonvolatile storage system wherein the 
power supply circuit for memory system is shared by the 
plural flash memories and the plural flash memories are all 
controlled by the flash memory controller , it is necessary to 
contrive an effective way of controlling these three structural 
elements provided apart from one another which are the 
flash memory , power supply circuit for memory system , and 
the flash memories , so that any flash memory to be accessed 
can stably execute a process within the range of a rated 
power supply capacity of the power supply circuit for 
memory system . 
[ 0052 ] The power supply circuit of the nonvolatile storage 
system according to the invention has a function to detect 
and retain its own state of power supply and notify the flash 
memory controller of the detected state of power supply in 
the form of a power supply state information . The flash 
memory controller has a function to determine whether any 
access - target flash memories can properly execute a process 
within the range of the rated power supply capacity of the 
power supply circuit for memory system based on the power 
supply state information received from the power supply 
circuit for memory system and control the operations of a 
part of the access - target flash memories so that power usage 
is lessened when determined that the processes are not 
properly executable . As a result of these functions , any 
access - target flash memories will be able to properly execute 
the processes over time within the range of the rated power 
supply capacity of the power supply circuit for memory 
system . 
[ 0053 ] “ To control the operations of a part of the access 
target flash memories so that power usage is lessened ” is a 
broad technical concept . The operation of the access - target 
flash memory may be paused to be postponed , or the 
access - target flash memory may be subjected to a mode 
change ( reduction of operating current ) so as to operate in an 
operation mode that requires less power than a normal mode . 
In either way , power used by the target flash memory is 
lessened . 
( 0054 ] The power supply circuit for memory system may 
notify the flash memory controller of the power supply state 
information in response to polling by the flash memory 
controller ( inquiry at regular or irregular intervals ) or inter 
rupt as a result of transition of the internal state of the power 
supply circuit for memory system . 
[ 0055 ] The flash memory controller that received an 
operation command from the host receives the power supply 
state information from the power supply circuit for memory 
system . Then , whenever determining based on the received 
power supply state information that the access - target flash 
memories are unable to properly execute the processes 
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within the range of the rated power supply capacity of the 
power supply circuit for memory system , a part of the 
access - target flash memories are controlled so that the 
processes are executable within the range of the rated power 
supply capacity . 
[ 0056 ] Summarizing the description given so far , the non 
volatile storage system according to the invention recited in 
< 50 > includes : a memory block having a plurality of flash 
memories provided as a nonvolatile storage device ; a flash 
memory controller for controlling execution of a process in 
each of the plurality of flash memories ; and a power supply 
circuit for supplying the plurality of flash memories with 
power to enable operations of the flash memories , wherein 
the power supply circuit notifies the flash memory controller 
of its own state of power supply in the form of a power 
supply state information , and when it is determined based on 
the received power supply state information that the access 
target flash memories are unable to properly execute the 
processes within the range of the rated power supply capac 
ity of the power supply circuit for memory system , the flash 
memory controller controls the access - target flash memories 
to lessen power usage so that the processes are executable 
within the range of the rated power supply capacity of the 
power supply circuit . 
[ 0057 ] The nonvolatile storage system recited in < 50 > is 
characterized in that the flash memories are controlled based 
on the power supply state information received from the 
power supply circuit for memory system so that the pro 
cesses are executable within the range of the rated power 
supply capacity of the power supply circuit . 
[ 0058 ] The access - target flash memory may be controlled 
when the command is just outputted thereto and the process 
is yet to start or may be controlled while the process is being 
executed . 
[ 0059 ] To control the access - target flash memory so that 
the process is executable within the range of the rated power 
supply capacity , the process currently executed in the target 
flash memory may be paused , or the operation mode of the 
target flash memory currently executing the process may be 
changed to a low power mode . 
[ 0060 ] The flash memory controller may receive the 
power supply state information from the power supply 
circuit in response to polling by the flash memory controller 
to the power supply circuit or interrupt as a result of 
transition of the internal state of the power supply circuit . 
[ 0061 ] According to the nonvolatile storage system 
according to the invention recited in < 50 > , the flash memory 
controller receives the power supply state information from 
the power supply circuit . When it is determined based on the 
received power supply state information that the processes 
are not properly executable within the range of the rated 
power supply capacity of the power supply circuit , the flash 
memory controller reduces power usage in the flash memo 
ries , thereby allowing the processes to be executed within 
the range of the rated power supply capacity . This avoids an 
operational instability and / or system crash due to such 
problems as overload , thereby providing a better data reli 
ability . 
[ 0062 ] The power required in the access - target flash 
memories is compared to a power currently supplied by the 
power supply circuit to determine whether the power supply 
circuit currently has a power supply capacity that can afford 
the required power . Whenever the power supply capacity is 
determined as not enough , the flash memories are controlled 

to ensure an enough power supply . This enables a dynamic 
control that responds to ongoing changes in the operation of 
the nonvolatile storage system . Such a dynamic control , 
which flexibly deals with different processes to be executed 
that are constantly changing , for example , data writing and 
reading , individual differences of the flash memories , chang 
ing running states of the processes , and internal states of the 
flash memory power supply circuit , is carried out in a 
dynamic , realistic , and fine - tuned manner . The control tech 
nique thus characterized has never been disclosed so far , and 
it is a novel technique that cannot be anticipated from any 
prior arts . This is the distinctive technical advantage of the 
invention . 

f 0063 ] < 62 > Next , a power supply circuit for nonvolatile 
storage system according to the invention is described . The 
power supply circuit supplies the plural flash memories of 
the memory block with power to enable operations of the 
flash memories . Further , signals are transmitted and received 
to and from the power supply circuit and the flash memory 
controller so that the flash memory controller is notified of 
the state of power supply ( driving rate or affordability ) of the 
power supply circuit . Further , the power output of the power 
supply circuit is controlled as requested by the flash memory 
controller . The structural elements of the power supply 
circuit are a voltage generating unit and a voltage state 
monitoring unit . 
[ 0064 ] A power supply control signal outputted from the 
flash memory controller is inputted to the voltage generating 
unit . The voltage generating unit has a function to generate 
and output a power supply voltage for the operation of each 
flash memory depending on information ( parameters ) indi 
cated by the power supply control signal . Moreover , the 
voltage generating unit generates a power supply voltage 
variation signal indicating changes of the generated power 
supply voltage and outputs the generated signal to the 
voltage state monitoring unit . 
[ 0065 ] The voltage state monitoring unit receives the 
power supply voltage variation signal from the voltage 
generating unit and generates a power supply state notifying 
signal indicating the state of power supply ( driving rate or 
affordability ) of the voltage generating unit based on the 
received power supply voltage variation signal and outputs 
the generated signal to the flash memory controller . The 
driving rate represents a driving state relative to how fre 
quently the voltage generating unit is activated or the 
operational capacity of the voltage generating unit . The 
affordability represents a degree of tolerance relative to how 
frequently the voltage generating unit is activated or the 
operational capacity of the voltage generating unit . 
[ 0066 ] The power supply circuit provided with the voltage 
generating unit and the voltage state monitoring unit may be 
a functional block independent from the memory block and 
combined with or independent from the flash memory 
controller . The power supply circuit provided as an inde 
pendent functional block has the following terminals for 
connection with equipments externally provided ; a power 
supply control terminal to which the power supply control 
signal is inputted from the flash memory controller exter 
nally provided , a power supply output terminal from which 
the power supply voltage generated by the voltage generat 
ing unit is outputted to the memory block ( plural flash 
memories ) , and a power supply state notifying terminal from 
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which the power supply state notifying signal is outputted 
from the voltage state monitoring unit to the flash memory 
controller . 
[ 0067 ] Summarizing the description given so far , the 
power supply circuit for nonvolatile storage system recited 
in < 62 > includes : 
[ 0068 ] a voltage generating unit for generating and out 
putting a power supply voltage for an operation of each flash 
memory depending on information indicated by a power 
supply control signal inputted thereto from a flash memory 
controller externally provided , the voltage generating unit 
further generating a power supply voltage variation signal 
indicating changes of the generated power supply voltage ; 
and 
[ 0069 ] a voltage state monitoring unit for receiving the 
power supply voltage variation signal from the voltage 
generating unit and generating a power supply state notify 
ing signal indicating a state of power supply ( driving rate or 
affordability ) of the voltage generating unit based on the 
received power supply voltage variation signal , the voltage 
state monitoring unit further outputting the generated signal 
to the flash memory controller . 
[ 0070 ] The technical advantages exerted by the power 
supply circuit for nonvolatile storage system according to 
the invention are described below . The state of power supply 
of the voltage generating unit which is driven based on the 
information indicated by the power supply control signal 
received from the flash memory controller is monitored by 
the voltage stage monitoring unit , and a monitoring result 
thereby obtained is outputted to the flash memory controller 
in the form of the power supply state notifying signal 
indicating the state of power supply ( driving rate or afford 
ability ) of the voltage generating unit . Accordingly , the flash 
memory controller can accurately know the state of power 
supply ( driving rate or affordability ) of the voltage gener 
ating unit and update the power supply control signal 
depending on the state of power supply to set a renewed 
instruction in the voltage generating unit . 
[ 0071 ] The power supply voltage to be generated by the 
power supply circuit is controlled by the flash memory 
controller . The power supply circuit constantly monitors its 
own internal state and sends the monitoring result to the 
flash memory controller as the driving rate . Then , the flash 
memory controller controls the power supply circuit based 
on the driving rate or affordability . Though the state of 
power supply indicated by the power supply state notifying 
signal is described as the driving rate , the same technical 
advantages can be obtained when the affordability relative to 
the deactivating frequency or the maximum operational 
capacity limit of the voltage generating unit is used in place 
of the driving rate . Such a cyclic control flow , which repeats 
feedback control and feedforward control in turns , is carried 
out in a dynamic , realistic , and fine - tuned manner . 
[ 0072 ] In the nonvolatile storage system provided with 
such a power supply circuit , it is unnecessary to arrange an 
overly high power supply capacity . As a result , any useless 
power consumption is effectively minimized . 
[ 0073 ] A flash memory according to the invention is a 
flash memory operated under control by a flash memory 
controller externally provided , the flash memory including : 
[ 0074 ] a register for indicating a level of power used by 
the flash memory in each of operation modes of the flash 
memory ; and 

[ 0075 ] a controller for notifying the flash memory con 
troller of the level of power indicated by the register . 
[ 0076 ] The technical advantages of the flash memory 
according to the invention thus characterized are described 
below . An operating power ( current ) load of an outside 
power supply is adjustable by any wanted timings , enabling 
management of power transmission for a plurality of flash 
memories and reduction of current consumption . The exter 
nal power supply does not need an overly high power supply 
capacity ( for example , high peak currents ) . When the level 
of power is set when or before a reading or rewriting 
command is inputted , a power to be supplied by the outside 
power supply for executing the command can be reserved in 
advance . 
[ 0077 ] The controller of the flash memory according to the 
invention preferably transmits and receives a command 
containing a field indicating the level of power to and from 
the flash memory controller . Then , the power load is known 
when the command is issued by setting the power field in 
any command requiring power control ( readout , programs , 
erasing ) , which facilitates the power control ( in a host ) . 
Further , a command for changing the level of power alone 
can be set . These advantages make it unnecessary to directly 
set the level of power in any command requiring power 
control , hardly affecting a data transfer bandwidth for com 
mand input ( 10 in NAND flash ) . 
[ 0078 ] The operation modes of the flash memory accord 
ing to the invention preferably include an operation pause 
mode . Then , the introduction of a pause level defines a 
minimum power load and ensures a large adjustable range of 
the operating power ( current ) load of the outside power 
supply . In the event of any instability of the outside power 
supply , the operation of the flash memory can be paused so 
that the flash memory is prevented from malfunctioning . 
[ 0079 ] The flash memory according to the invention pref 
erably further includes a control terminal used to set the 
level of power in the operation pause mode . Using a 
dedicated pin as the control terminal used to set the level of 
power , the operation of the flash memory can pause speedily 
( for example , by designating levels ) by timings asynchro 
nous with command accesses , and the flash memory can 
speedily restart to operate . 
[ 0080 ] The controller of the flash memory according to the 
invention preferably allows accesses to the register while the 
flash memory is operating during the operation pause mode . 
Then , a level of power after the release of pause ( not only 
the level of power set by the register but also an arbitrary 
state of the register after the pause is released ) can be set 
during the pause . As a result , a period of time during the pose 
is effectively used , and a processing time for the setting is 
thereby reduced . 
[ 0081 ] The flash memory according to the invention pref 
erably further includes a first storage which is a storage for 
a first information indicating an operating power value of 
power consumed by the flash memory at the level of power , 
wherein the controller reads the first information corre 
sponding to the level of power from the first storage and 
outputs the read first information to the flash memory 
controller . This enables to handle any product variability of 
the flash memory operating power ( manufacturing process 
variability ) as a simple command format irrelevant to actual 
current values ( common standard irrespective of product 
types ) . 
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[ 0082 ] The flash memory according to the invention pref 
erably further includes a second storage which is a storage 
for a second information indicating a processing speed of the 
flash memory at the level of power , wherein the controller 
reads the second information corresponding to the level of 
power from the second storage and outputs the read second 
information to the flash memory controller . This enables to 
handle any product variability of the flash memory process 
ing speed ( manufacturing process variability ) as a simple 
command format irrelevant to actual current values ( com 
mon standard irrespective of product types ) . When informa 
tion of the processing speed is thus involved in the power 
control , the operating power ( current load ) of the outside 
power supply can be predicted , and the power control of the 
host system is more sophisticated . 
[ 0083 ] The controller of the flash memory according to the 
invention preferably knows the level of power by referring 
to a signal inputted from outside to the flash memory in 
place of the level of power indicated by the register . Accord 
ingly , the level of power is changeable by , for example 
designating levels by timings asynchronous with command 
accesses . 
[ 0084 ] A flash memory controller according to the inven 
tion is a flash memory controller for controlling execution of 
a process in each of a plurality of flash memories , wherein 
the flash memory controller controls any of the plurality of 
access - target flash memories based on a power supply state 
information received from a power supply circuit for sup 
plying the plurality of flash memories with power . The flash 
memory controller according to the invention thus charac 
terized is most suitably configured for the nonvolatile stor 
age system according to the invention described so far . The 
flash memory controller accomplishes technical advantages 
similar to those of the nonvolatile storage system according 
to the invention . 

ing and reading , individual differences of the flash memo 
ries , changing states of execution of processes , and changing 
internal states of the power supply circuits . This successfully 
avoids an operational instability and / or system crash due to 
such problems as overload , providing a better data reliabil 
ity . 
[ 0088 ] According to the invention relating to the nonvola 
tile storage system , the internal states are monitored at all 
times , and the monitoring result is sent to the flash memory 
controller so that the power supply voltage is controlled by 
the flash memory controller . Such a cyclic control flow , 
which repeats feedback control and feedforward control in 
turns , is carried out in a dynamic , realistic , and fine - tuned 
manner . 
[ 0089 ] According to the invention relating to the flash 
memory , power transmission for a plurality of flash memo 
ries is more accurately controlled . 
[ 0090 ] These various technical advantages make it unnec 
essary to arrange an overly high power supply capacity to 
ensure an operational stability , effectively minimizing any 
useless power consumption in the system . 

Effect of the Invention 
0085 ) . According to the invention , the flash memory con 

troller dynamically controls the flash memories and the 
power supply circuits for process execution depending on 
the internal states of the flash memories and ongoing 
changes in the operation of the nonvolatile storage system . 
Thus , the flash memories are controlled in a fine - tuned 
manner , and power consumption is thereby reduced . As a 
result , a power consumption reducing effect is remarkably 
improved against a larger data capacity , a higher processing 
speed , and complexity of a large - scale structure . 
[ 0086 ] The technology provided by the invention more 
effectively exerts the power consumption reducing effect as 
the memory block has more flash memories , or more dif 
ferent types of or a larger number of power supply circuits 
for process execution are provided in the flash memory 
power supply circuit . The power consumption reducing 
effect exerted is further improved when the invention is 
applied to SSD ( Solid State Drive ) having a large data 
capacity and capable of operating at a high speed . 
10087 ) According to the invention relating to the nonvola 
tile storage system , the flash memory controller controls the 
flash memories based on the power supply state information 
from the power supply circuit for memory system so that the 
flash memories operate within the range of the rated power 
supply capacity . This enables a dynamic , realistic , and 
fine - tuned control flexibly responding to different processes 
to be executed constantly changing , for example , data writ 
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[ 00991 . FIG . 8 is a flow chart illustrating an applied voltage 
control sequence of the nonvolatile storage system accord 
ing to the working example 2 . 
10100 ] FIG . 9 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to 
a working example 3 of the invention . 
f0101 ] FIG . 10 is a flow chart illustrating a flash memory 
selection sequence of the nonvolatile storage system accord 
ing to the working example 2 . 
10102 ] FIG . 11 is a flow chart illustrating a flash memory 
selection sequence ( for selecting a plurality of flash memo 
ries ) of a nonvolatile storage system according to a working 
example 4 of the invention . 
[ 0103 ] FIG . 12 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to 
a working example 5 of the invention . 
[ 0104 ] FIG . 13 is a flow chart illustrating an applied 
voltage control sequence of the nonvolatile storage system 
according to the working example 5 . 
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[ 0105 ] FIG . 14 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to 
a working example 6 of the invention . 
[ 0106 ] FIG . 15 is a flow chart illustrating a flash memory 
selection sequence of the nonvolatile storage system accord 
ing to the working example 6 . 
101071 . FIG . 16 is a flow chart illustrating a flash memory 
selection sequence ( for selecting a plurality of flash memo 
ries ) of a nonvolatile storage system according to a working 
example 7 of the invention . 
[ 0108 ] FIG . 17 is a graphical illustration of functions of a 
nonvolatile storage system ( writing / erasing voltage charac 
teristic chart ) according to a working example 8 of the 
invention . 
[ 0109 ] FIG . 18 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to 
a working example 9 of the invention . 
[ 0110 ] FIG . 19 is a flow chart illustrating a load power 
control sequence of the nonvolatile storage system accord 
ing to the working example 9 . 
[ 0111 ] FIG . 20 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to 
a working example 10 of the invention . 
[ 0112 ] FIG . 21 is a flow chart illustrating a flash memory 
selection sequence of the nonvolatile storage system accord 
ing to the working example 10 . 
[ 0113 ] FIG . 22 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
a nonvolatile storage system according to a working 
example 11 of the invention . 
[ 0114 ] FIG . 23 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
a nonvolatile storage system according to a working 
example 12 of the invention . 
10115 ] FIG . 24 is a flow chart illustrating structural char 
acteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to a 
working example 13 of the invention . 
[ 0116 ] FIG . 25 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
the nonvolatile storage system according to the working 
example 13 . 
[ 0117 ] FIG . 26 is a flow chart illustrating structural char 
acteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to a 
working example 14 of the invention . 
[ 0118 ] FIG . 27 is a structural example of a flash memory 
block according to a working example 15 of the invention . 
[ 0119 ] . FIG . 28 illustrates an example of information con 
tents to be stored in an information register . 
[ 0120 ] FIG . 29 is a flow chart of an auto program 
sequence . 
[ 0121 ] FIG . 30 illustrates an example of information con 
tents to be stored in the information register during the auto 
program sequence . 
[ 0122 ] FIG . 31 is a specific circuit configuration of a 
controller . 
[ 0123 ] FIG . 32 is a table showing a list of commands . 
10124 ) FIG . 33 is a configuration of a flash memory block 
according to a working example 16 of the invention . 
[ 0125 ] FIG . 34 is a configuration of a flash memory block 
according to a working example 17 of the invention . 
[ 0126 ] FIG . 35 illustrates an example of information con 
tents to be stored in a power information storage region . 
[ 0127 ] FIG . 36 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to 
a working example 18 of the invention . 

[ 0128 ] FIG . 37 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
the nonvolatile storage system according to the working 
example 18 . 
[ 0129 ] FIG . 38 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
a nonvolatile storage system according to a working 
example 19 of the invention . 
[ 0130 ] FIG . 39 is a flash memory operation management 
table of the nonvolatile storage system according to the 
working example 19 . 
[ 0131 ] FIG . 40 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to 
a working example 20 of the invention . 
[ 0132 ] FIG . 41 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
the nonvolatile storage system according to the working 
example 20 . 
[ 0133 ] FIG . 42 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to 
a working example 21 of the invention . 
[ 0134 ] FIG . 43 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
the nonvolatile storage system according to the working 
example 21 . 
[ 0135 ] FIG . 44 is a flash memory operation management 
table of the nonvolatile storage system according to a 
working example 22 of the invention . 
101361 FIG . 45 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
the nonvolatile storage system according to the working 
example 22 . 
[ 0137 ] FIG . 46 is a flash memory operation management 
table of the nonvolatile storage system according to a 
working example 23 of the invention . 
[ 0138 ] FIG . 47 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
the nonvolatile storage system according to the working 
example 23 . 
101391 . FIG . 48 is a flash memory operation management 
table of the nonvolatile storage system according to the 
working example 23 . 
[ 0140 ] FIG . 49 is a flash memory operation management 
table of the nonvolatile storage system according to the 
working example 23 . 
[ 0141 ] FIG . 50 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
a flash memory controller provided in a nonvolatile storage 
system according to a working example 24 of the invention . 
[ 0142 ] FIG . 51 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
a flash memory controller provided in a nonvolatile storage 
system according to a working example 25 of the invention . 
[ 0143 ] FIG . 52 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
a flash memory controller provided in a nonvolatile storage 
system according to a working example 26 of the invention . 
101441 . FIG . 53 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
a flash memory controller provided in a nonvolatile storage 
system according to a working example 27 of the invention . 
[ 0145 ] FIG . 54 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to 
a working example 28 of the invention . 
[ 0146 ] FIG . 55 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
a flash memory controller provided in the nonvolatile stor 
age system according to the working example 28 . 
[ 0147 ] FIG . 56 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system ( power sup 
ply circuit for memory system ) according to a working 
example 29 of the invention . 
[ 0148 ] FIG . 57 is a flow chart illustrating an operation of 
the power supply circuit according to the working example 
29 . 
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[ 0167 ] FIG . 76 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a voltage generating unit provided in a 
power supply circuit according to a working example 40 of 
the invention . 
[ 0168 ] FIG . 77 is an illustration of a voltage generating 
unit provided in a power supply circuit according to a 
working example 41 of the invention . 
101691 . FIG . 78 is an illustration of storage of power 
parameters stored in a flash memory according to the 
working examples of the invention . 
[ 0170 ] FIG . 79 is a flow chart illustrating a power mode 
change of a program sequence in the flash memory accord 
ing to the working examples of the invention . 
10171 ] FIG . 80 illustrates in detail power mode update in 
the flash memory according to the working examples of the 
invention . 
[ 0172 ] FIG . 81A illustrates a first example of power level 
setting for command execution in the flash memory accord 
ing to the working examples of the invention . 
[ 0173 ] FIG . 81B illustrates a second example of power 
level setting for command execution in the flash memory 
according to the working examples of the invention . 
[ 0174 ] FIG . 81C illustrates a third example of power level 
setting for command execution in the flash memory accord 
ing to the working examples of the invention . 
[ 0175 ] FIG . 82A illustrates a first example of power level 
change during command execution in the flash memory 
according to the working examples of the invention . 
[ 0176 ] FIG . 82B illustrates a second example of power 
level change during command execution in the flash 
memory according to the working examples of the inven 
tion . 

[ 0149 ] FIG . 58 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a power supply circuit for nonvolatile 
storage system according to a working example 30 of the 
invention . 
[ 0150 ] FIG . 59 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a power supply circuit for nonvolatile 
storage system according to a working example 31 of the 
invention . 
[ 0151 ] FIG . 60 is a timing chart illustrating an operation of 
the power supply circuit for nonvolatile storage system 
according to the working example 31 . 
[ 0152 ] FIG . 61 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a power supply circuit for nonvolatile 
storage system according to a working example 32 of the 
invention 
[ 0153 ] FIG . 62 is a timing chart illustrating an operation of 
the power supply circuit for nonvolatile storage system 
according to the working example 32 . 
[ 0154 ] FIG . 63 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a power supply circuit for nonvolatile 
storage system according to a working example 33 of the 
invention . 
[ 0155 ] FIG . 64 is a timing chart illustrating an operation of 
the power supply circuit for nonvolatile storage system 
according to the working example 33 . 
[ 0156 ] FIG . 65 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a power supply circuit for nonvolatile 
storage system according to a working example 34 of the 
invention . 
[ 0157 ] FIG . 66 is a timing chart illustrating an operation of 
the power supply circuit for nonvolatile storage system 
according to the working example 34 . 
[ 0158 ] FIG . 67 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a power supply circuit for nonvolatile 
storage system according to a working example 35 of the 
invention . 
[ 0159 ] FIG . 68 is a timing chart illustrating an operation of 
the power supply circuit for nonvolatile storage system 
according to the working example 35 . 
[ 0160 ] FIG . 69 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a power supply circuit for nonvolatile 
storage system according to a working example 36 of the 
invention . 
[ 0161 ] FIG . 70 is a timing chart illustrating an operation of 
the power supply circuit for nonvolatile storage system 
according to the working example 36 . 
[ 0162 ] FIG . 71 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a power supply circuit for nonvolatile 
storage system according to a working example 37 of the 
invention . 
[ 0163 ] FIG . 72 is a timing chart illustrating an operation of 
the power supply circuit for nonvolatile storage system 
according to the working example 37 . 
10164 ] FIG . 73 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a power supply circuit for nonvolatile 
storage system according to a working example 38 of the 
invention . 
[ 0165 ] FIG . 74 is a timing chart illustrating an operation of 
the power supply circuit for nonvolatile storage system 
according to the working example 38 . 
[ 0166 ] FIG . 75 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a voltage generating unit provided in a 
power supply circuit according to a working example 39 of 
the invention . 

[ 0177 ] FIG . 83 is a structural example of a flash memory 
according to a working example of the invention . 
0178 ] FIG . 84 is an illustration of a power register 
according to a working example of the invention . 
[ 0179 ] FIG . 85 is an illustration of a command register 
according to a working example of the invention . 
[ 0180 ] FIG . 86 is a structural example of a flash memory 
according to another working example of the invention . 
[ 0181 ] FIG . 87 is an illustration of a command register 
according to another working example of the invention . 
10182 ] FIG . 88 is a structural example of a flash memory 
according to still another working example of the invention . 

EMBODIMENTS FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

[ 0183 ] The non - volatile storage system according to the 
invention recited in < b > becomes more technically advan 
tageous according the following embodiments . 
[ 0184 ] < 2 > In the non - volatile storage system recited in 
< 1 > , the flash memory controller preferably includes a flash 
memory internal state management unit . In each of the flash 
memories , an internal state information of the flash memory 
is generated and stored . The flash memory internal state 
management unit fetches the internal state information of 
each flash memory that the flash memory controller obtains 
by communicating with the flash memory and records 
therein the obtained internal state information . The recorded 
information is updated in accordance with changing situa 
tions . 
[ 0185 ] Each of the plural flash memories outputs the 
internal state thereof to the flash memory controller as the 
operating state of the flash memory changes . The flash 

?? 
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memory controller updates the received internal state and 
records the updated internal state in the flash memory 
internal state management unit . 
10186 ] In response to an operation command received 
from a host externally provided , the flash memory controller 
accesses the memory block and refers to the flash memory 
internal state management unit to obtain the internal state 
information of any target one of the flash memories . Based 
on the obtained internal state of the flash memory , the flash 
memory controller starts the operation of any target one of 
the power supply circuits for process execution of the flash 
memory power supply circuit in accordance with the opera - 
tion command . 
[ 01871 < 3 > In the non - volatile storage system recited in 
< 2 > , the internal state information of the flash memory 
includes an identification information to determine whether 
the flash memory is currently in a standby state or in an 
operating state and information of type of the processes to be 
executed . Describing the standby state , the flash memory is 
pausing with no process currently executed therein . Describ 
ing the operating state , any of the data reading , data writing , 
data erasing , data - write verifying , and data - erase verifying is 
currently executed in the flash memory . The type of the 
processes to be executed includes any of the data reading , 
data writing , data erasing , data - write verifying , and data 
erase verifying . Depending on which of the processes is 
executed , which of the power supply circuit for process 
execution should be driven is decided . Depending on 
whether any other flash memories are already operating , the 
flash memory controller differently controls the flash memo 
ries and the flash memory power supply circuit . These 
informations are constantly managed by the flash memory 
controller as the internal informations of the flash memories . 
Based on the informations thus managed , the flash memory 
controller controls the flash memories and the flash memory 
power supply circuit . In this manner , the flash memories and 
the flash memory power supply circuit are meticulously 
controllable , and power consumption is thereby effectively 
reduced . 
[ 0188 ] < 4 > According to a mode of < 3 > , the information 
of type of the processes to be executed includes information 
of reading and writing / erasing processes . Accordingly , the 
type of processes to be executed in the flash memories are 
the reading and writing / erasing processes , and the flash 
memory power supply circuit includes a power supply 
circuit for reading and a power supply circuit for writing 
erasing . 
[ 0189 ] < 5 > According to another mode of < 3 > , the infor 
mation of the type of the processes to be executed includes 
information of reading , writing / erasing , and data - write / data 
erase verifying processes . Accordingly , the type of he pro 
cesses to be executed in the flash memories are the reading , 
writing / erasing , and data - write / data - erase verifying pro 
cesses , and the flash memory power supply circuit includes 
a power supply circuit for reading , a power supply circuit for 
writing / erasing , and a power supply circuit for verifying . 
[ 0190 ] The non - volatile storage systems recited in < b > 
< 5 > become more technically advantageous according the 
following embodiments . 
[ 0191 ] < 6 > The internal state of the flash memory is 
provided in the form of a flash memory interrupt notifying 
signal . The flash memory interrupt notifying signal is gen 
erated when the operating state of the flash memory changes 
and transmitted to the flash memory controller . 

[ 0192 ] For example , the internal state of the flash memory 
is one of a standby state , a data reading state , a data 
writing / erasing state , and a data - write / data - erase verifying 
state . When these states change to one another , the flash 
memory generates the interrupt notifying signal indicating 
the change and transmits the generated interrupt notifying 
signal to the flash memory controller through , for example , 
a bus line . The internal state changes in a variety of different 
manners . 
[ 0193 ] In a flash memory configured for the reading and 
writing / erasing processes , the internal state changes as fol 
lows . 

[ 0194 ] standby state - > data reading state 
[ 0195 ] standby state - > data writing state 
[ 0196 ] standby state - > data erasing state 
[ 01971 data reading state - > standby state 
[ 0198 ] data writing state - > standby state 
[ 0199 ) data erasing state - > standby state 

[ 0200 ] In a flash memory further configured for the veri 
fying process , the internal state changes as follows in 
addition to the foregoing changes . 

[ 0201 ] data writing state - > data - write verifying state 
[ 0202 ] data erasing state - > data - erase verifying state 

0203 ] It accomplishes a fine - tuned control flexibly 
responding to the changing internal states of the flash 
memory to notify the internal state of the flash memory in 
the form of the flash memory interrupt notifying signal , 
more effectively reducing power consumption . 
102041 < 7 > The flash memory internal state management 
unit was described in < 2 > . In < 7 > is described the use of the 
internal state information of each flash memory updated and 
recorded in the flash memory internal state management 
unit . < 7 > is applicable to < 2 > to < b > . 
[ 0205 ] The flash memory controller is configured for 
executing a sequence of operations described below when an 
operation command is received from a host externally 
provided . 
[ 0206 ] [ 1 ] The flash memory controller pauses the opera 
tion of a command target flash memory corresponding to a 
command target in the operation command . In the case 
where a command target power supply circuit for process 
execution corresponding to the command target in the opera 
tion command is activated while the command target flash 
memory is active , the flash memory starts to operate before 
a power supply voltage originally intended is supplied 
thereto , causing current inrush or resulting in failure to 
correctly write or read data . The temporary suspension of the 
operation prevents these unfavorable events from happen 
ing . 
[ 0207 ] [ 2 ] Then , the flash memory controller refers to the 
internal states of the flash memories in the flash memory 
internal state management unit to determine an ongoing 
status of the command target power supply circuit for 
process execution corresponding to the command target in 
the operation command . 
[ 0208 ] [ 3 - 1 ] When it is determined in [ 2 ] that the com 
mand target power supply circuit for process execution is 
currently inactive , the flash memory controller activates the 
command target power supply circuit for process execution . 
Because the operation of the command target flash memory 
was paused before the command target power supply circuit 
for process execution is activated , there is no concern for 
current inrush to the command target flash memory . 
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[ 0209 ] [ 4 ] Then , the flash memory waits for the power 
supply to be stabilized and proceeds to [ 5 ] . 
[ 0210 ] [ 3 - 2 ] When it is determined in [ 2 ] that the com 
mand target power supply circuit for process execution is 
currently operating to be used for the operation of any other 
flash memory , the flash memory controller skips [ 3 - 1 ] and 
[ 4 ] and then proceeds to [ 5 ] . 
[ 0211 ] [ 5 ] Then , the flash memory controller restarts the 
operation of the command target flash memory and updates 
the internal state of the command target flash memory in the 
flash memory internal state management unit . 
[ 0212 ] The command target power supply circuit for pro 
cess execution , as far as it is currently inactive , is activated . 
Otherwise , the activation step is skipped because of no need 
to activate the command target power supply circuit for 
process execution already operating . Whenever the com 
mand target power supply circuit for process execution is 
activated , a certain amount of time is necessary for the 
startup operation to be stabilized . Skipping the activation 
step , the amount of time is saved , which contributes to a 
faster operation ( reduction of power consumption ) . 
[ 0213 ] < 8 > In < 8 > is similarly described the use of the 
internal state information of each flash memory updated and 
recorded in the flash memory internal state management 
unit . < 8 > is applicable to < 7 > . The flash memory controller 
is configured for executing a sequence of operations 
described below when an operation command is received 
from the host . 
[ 0214 ] [ 1 ] The operation of the command target flash 
memory which completed the process is paused . In the case 
where the command target power supply circuit for process 
execution currently feeding power is deactivated while the 
process - completed command target flash memory is still 
operating , adverse influences are generated by current varia 
tion generated at the time of deactivation . The temporary 
suspension of the operation avoids such adverse influences . 
[ 0215 ] [ 2 ] Then , the internal states of the flash memories 
in the flash memory internal state management unit are 
checked to determine a status of use of the command target 
power supply circuit for process execution currently feeding 
power to the process - completed command target flash 
memory 
[ 0216 ] [ 3 - 1 ] When it is determined in [ 2 ] that the com 
mand target power supply circuit for process execution 
feeding power is not currently used by any other flash 
memory , the command target power supply circuit for 
process execution currently feeding power is deactivated , 
and the flash memory controller proceeds to [ 4 ] . No adverse 
influences are generated in the process - completed command 
target flash memory when the command target power supply 
circuit for process execution is deactivated because the 
process - completed command target flash memory is already 
paused in [ 1 ] . 
[ 0217 ] [ 3 - 2 ] When it is determined in [ 2 ] that the com 
mand target power supply circuit for process execution 
feeding power is currently used by any other flash memory , 
the deactivation of [ 3 - 1 ] is skipped , and the flash memory 
controller proceeds to [ 4 ] . 
[ 0218 ] [ 4 ] Then , the flash memory controller restarts the 
operation of the process - completed command target flash 
memory after deactivating the command target power sup 
ply circuit for process execution currently feeding power 
and updates the internal states of the flash memories in the 
flash memory internal state management unit . 

[ 0219 ] The command target power supply circuit for pro 
cess execution feeding power , unless it is currently used by 
any other flash memory , is deactivated . It is unnecessary to 
deactivate the command target power supply circuit for 
process execution feeding power as long as it is currently 
used by any other flash memory , skipping the deactivation 
step . It takes a certain amount of time for any influences 
caused by the deactivation to be settled . Skipping the 
deactivation step , the amount of time is saved , which 
contributes to a faster operation ( reduction of power con 
sumption ) . 
0220 ] < 9 > The processes to be executed in < 9 > include a 
verifying process . When the writing / erasing process shifts to 
the verifying process , the flash memory controller deter 
mines a status of use of the command target power supply 
circuit for process execution in accordance with the internal 
states of the flash memories in the flash memory internal 
state management unit . When the command target power 
supply circuit for process execution is currently inactive , the 
flash memory controller activates the inactive command 
target power supply circuit for process execution and restarts 
the operation of the command target flash memory after the 
power supply by the command target power supply circuit 
for process execution is stabilized . Further , the flash memory 
controller updates the internal states of the flash memories in 
the flash memory internal state management unit . On the 
other hand , the flash memory controller skips the activation 
step when the command target power supply circuit for 
process execution is already active , and then updates the 
internal states of the flash memories . 
10221 ] < 10 > This section , < 10 > , relates to < 9 > . The flash 
memory controller , when notified by the flash memory of 
completion of the verifying process executed in the flash 
memory , pauses the operation of the verifying - completed 
flash memory . Then , the flash memory controller determines 
the status of use of the power supply circuit for process 
execution currently feeding power for verifying to the 
verifying - completed flash memory based on the internal 
states of the flash memories in the flash memory internal 
state management unit . When it is determined that the power 
supply circuit for process execution feeding power for 
verifying is currently unused by any other flash memory , the 
flash memory controller deactivates the power supply circuit 
for process execution currently feeding power for verifying . 
When it is determined that the power supply circuit for 
process execution feeding power for verifying is currently 
used by any other flash memory , the flash memory controller 
skips the deactivation step . 
[ 0222 ] The technical characteristics of < 1 > - < 10 > are here 
inafter described in further detail as a working example 1 of 
the invention . 

Working Example 1 
[ 0223 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating structural 
characteristics of a nonvolatile storage system according to 
a working example 1 of the invention . The nonvolatile 
storage system according to the working example includes a 
memory block 2010 having a plurality of flash memories 
2012 , a flash memory power supply circuit 2020 , and a flash 
memory controller 2030 . The flash memory power supply 
circuit 2020 and the flash memory controller 2030 may be 
different semiconductor devices independent from each 
other or may be semiconductor devices integrally mounted 
on a chip . 






































































































